
Painless Fundraising Instructions 

Thank you for taking the time to save each of our Painless Fundraising items.  Here are a few guidelines to follow to 
make sure St. Vincent’s gets the most out of everything you’ve sent in.  Thanks for all you’re doing to help our school! 

 

Box Tops for Education 

1. Please check expiration dates on box tops.  We cannot redeem expired box tops. 

2. Clip off any ragged/torn edges.  It doesn’t need to be trimmed exactly, and multiple box tops together 

do not need to be cut apart.  They should just be cut neatly – not ripped, torn, folded over, etc. 

3. Keep any “Bonus Box Tops” certificates separate from regular box tops. 

4. Sort all the regular Box Tops into groups of 50 and place in a labeled Ziploc bag.  

 

Campbell’s Labels for Education 

1. Trim the label so that it includes the UPC code and the “Labels for Education” logo.  We cannot send in 

entire soup can labels.   

2. Separate the labels by “points” – there are 1 point, 5 point, and bonus labels. 

3. Place the labels (grouped by points) into a brown paper lunch bag. 

4. Label the bag “Labels for Education” along with the number inside and the point value of the labels. For 

example, if you had 100 – 5 point labels you’d write “Labels for Education, 100 – 5 points.” 

 

Land O’ Lakes Milk Caps 

1. Count milk caps and place them inside a paper or plastic bage. 

2. Label each bag with the number of caps inside. 

3. Please Note - We can no longer redeem Kemps milk caps or product labels! 

 

 

Tyson Project A+ 

1. Neatly trim the “Support Your School” label and send in noting the enclosed number of labels. 

 

Loaves 4 Learning Bread Bags 

1. Cut the UPC labels off of the bread bags (Country Hearth/Village Hearth products only). 

2. Securely attach (glue or tape) the UPC labels onto the collection sheet. One is available to print at 

http://www.loaves4learning.com/program-overview/.   Just click on “UPC Collection Sheet.”  

http://www.boxtops4education.com/Default.aspx
http://www.labelsforeducation.com/
http://www.loaves4learning.com/program-overview/

